(57)
On Saptarsi or The Great Bear (M. Yano) line; tayos...madhya-, 2nd line)4). More precisely, when a lunar mansion is observed to be cut by a great circle passing through North Pole in its contemporary position on the one hand, and the "middle point of a and UMa." on the other, then the Seven Sages are called "conjunct" with that particular naksatra. (Notice should be taken that Filliozat, for the explanation, uses the simple figure of Northern Hemisphere and connects the three points the said middle point; North Pole; a Leonis by a straight line.) In fact, however, it will at once turn out that the circle (or the line) as described above cannot cut but these three lunar mansions: Pusya (5 Cancri), Aslesa (a Cancri) and Magha (Regulus, a Leonis). In other words, it was only with these three naksatras that the "conjunction" of the Seven Sages could take place if ever in ancient India, and that according to 
It is therefore likely, concludes Filliozat, that Hindu belief in the Great
Bear's movement had for its origin a haphazard attempt of generalization, ventured on a single astronomic phenomenon witnessed then or little before:
i.e., the constellation's "conjunction" (in the aforesaid sense) with the Regulus (naksatra Magha: cf. maghasu, 4th line), which must have occurred circa 1000 B. C. as noted above, and its coming to an end after an approximative duration of 100 years (abdasatam, 3rd line), duration which is verifiable itself by modern calculation. That means the Puranic tradition in the matter may well date back towards the borders of the 1st and the 2nd millenia B. C., as is reasonable, besides, in view of the date that the modern scholarship assigns commonly to Pariksit's reign (pariksite, 4th line). In the first stanza, the mention of Yudhisthira (instead of Pariksit), any more than that of 2526 years lapse from the king down to the beginning of the Saka era (instead of 1200 divine years duration prophesied on the Kali age beginning with the king's reign), does not constitute an essential divergence from the Puranic evidence. As regards the latter stanza, the first half refers, needless to say, to that centenary cycle alleged by generalization, as we al- The Saptarsis are in that asterism rising before which they are fully visible. That is to say, they are in that asterism which rises (in the east) after they are fully visible.
-his little care about textual literality and half way allegiance to Utp.s commentary cannot but tempt me to question, amongst others, how the v.
1. (rju) udayams' he adopts, Nom. sg. msc. of the participle "rising", could be associated with the word sainyuktah in Nom. pl., accordingly with the Seven Sages. Paradoxically enough, the purport Dhavale is desirous to obtain from the line seems to me somehow procurable by sticking, on the contrary, to the very lectio underlying Utp's commentary:
Read prag udaya-to py avivarad rjunnayati tatra samyuktah:
Settled (, as they are deemed,) in that (lunar mansion) which, already before (its own) rising, raises (them) up in flawless rectitude (=clarity?).
Be that as it may, it would not be worth while here to communicate what
Dhavale goes on to demonstrate. For, however rich this may be in astronomical substance, the author reveals the same indifference as Utp. to the Puranic parallel passage which, containing the word yukta-(definitely conjunct, in no way assimilable to sthita-), must needs imply such a delicate
problem as remains open, in my opinion, despite Filliozat's penetrating study. Utp.'s commentary itself prevented fern from preferring, as elsewhere, the reading followed by this native commentator; so that, instead of that reading which has been exclusively of our concern, the eminent editor contented himself, for want of better, with adopting this lectio facilior:
praguttaratas caite sadodayante sasadhvikahll and rise constantly in the northeast, together with Arundhati (=80 UMa. J 10). It would be much more suitable in the present time to represent Seven Rishis as standing in Magha than in the time of Yudhisthira.12) 11) Kalhana loc. cit., equates, kaliyugakala 4249 with Saptarsikala (24) 24. Cf. also Ginzel, Zoc cit. 12) Al-Biruni's India (tr. Sachau), i, p. 390.
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